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Introduction: Early Earth-based telescopic [1] and 

orbital observations [2] of Martian surface reflectance 

recorded an absorption in the 3 µm spectral region. 

This absorption was later confirmed by ISM onboard 

the Phobos-2 spacecraft to be ubiquitous on Mars [3] 

and has been interpreted to be caused by H2O mole-

cules and/or hydroxyl groups as either structural, ad-

sorbed, or water of solvation in surface components[1, 

2, 3, 4, 5]. 

Depending on the mineral host, such “water” may 

be subject to temporal variations because of large vari-

ations in atmospheric relative humidity over time [6, 

7]. If surface hydration is indeed exchangeable with the 

atmosphere, such changes could occur over seasonal 

and possibly on  diurnal scales depending on kinetic 

controls [8, 9]. 

Recent Mars Science Laboratory in-situ analysis 

revealed an ubiquitous hydrogen signature of the sur-

face (top µm) [10] and a bulk water-equivalent hydro-

gen content of a few weight percent (wt. % hereafter) 

for the top cm [11]. The SAM experiment measured a 

small release of water vapor at low temperatures (i.e. 

adsorbed water), with most water lost at higher temper-

atures in the Rocknest soil [11]. This hydration is most-

ly concentrated within the amorphous phase of the soils  

as hydrated crystalline phases were not observed to be 

major components in the CheMin X-ray diffraction 

patterns [12, 13]. It has been proposed by [10] that 

geographical variations of surface hydration observed 

from orbit could result from varying abundance of the 

amorphous component of the surface. 

Using orbital spectroscopic data, our purpose is 

build upon the work of [4,5] to provide more complete 

and improved estimates of the total water content of the 

Martian surface and to attempt to discriminate between 

structural and adsorbed components. 

 

Dataset: We use OMEGA reflectance spectra, con-

tiguous from 0.36 to 5.1 µm, which is well-suited to 

study the 3 µm absorption of the Martian surface [14]. 

The long wavelength channel is subject to variations of 

its On Board Calibration (OBC) level, measured at the 

beginning of every orbit with an internal lamp. New 

instrument transfer functions (ITF) derived by [15] can 

now be properly applied for quantitative analyses [16].  

We thus reappraise the work of [4, 5] with a signif-

icantly increased dataset. Data corresponding to the 

2007 global dust storm as well as data with Signal-to-

noise ratio in the 3 µm region lower than 20 is exclud-

ed from this study. A total of 6132 OMEGA data cubes 

were selected and processed for this study, spanning 

four full Martian years. 

 

Method: OMEGA spectra are corrected from the 

atmospheric attenuation and the thermal contribution of 

the surface using the method of [16]. We select data 

that exhibit no water ice spectral signature at 1.5 µm 

using the water ice criteria of [17]. Water ice clouds 

significantly disturb the spectroscopic features of the 

surface in the 3 µm region and can be mapped with 

OMEGA data using a spectral slope criteria proposed 

by [17] and employed by [18]. We compute this ice 

cloud index for the selected dataset and present the 

results in Figure 1. Data with a cloud index lower than 

0.8 are excluded from our final analysis. 

 

 
Figure 1. Average of the water ice clouds index for the 

selected OMEGA dataset as a function of latitude and 

solar longitude (Ls). [18] proposed a threshold of 0.8 

as a proxy for water ice clouds. The equatorial apheli-

on cloud belt , as well as the high latitudes water ice 

clouds are clearly distinguishable in this diagram in 

yellow, green and blue. White means that no data is 

available for the corresponding Ls and latitude. 
 

For every selected OMEGA spectrum we compute 

the effective single-particule absorption thickness 

(ESPAT) parameter at 2.9 µm following the methodol-

ogy of [19]. Laboratory experiments [19] show that this 

ESPAT parameter is linearly correlated to wt.% H2O 

for a large range of water content (~<10-12 wt.%) and 

minimizes false correlations to albedo. 
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Finally, we use a 1-D energy balance code devel-

oped at the LMD [20] to predict the relative humidity 

of the near-surface atmosphere as a function of temper-

ature, local time, latitude, pressure and season.  

 

Results:  The global map of wt. % ‘water’ derived 

from OMEGA data is presented in Figure 2. It con-

firms and extents previous partial mapping by [5].  

 

 
Figure 2. Global map of mean wt. % ‘water’ derived 

from OMEGA data overlaid onto MOLA topography 

with water wt. % = 4.17 * ESPAT2.9µm. 
 

It is remarkable that:  

 estimates wt. % water is strongly correlated 

with latitude (see Figure 3). 

 northern high latitudes are more hydrated than 

southern high latitudes. 

 wt. % water values are consistent with previ-

ous initial results [5] in this extended dataset.  

This work should provide the community with ro-

bust surface hydration estimates for most of the Mar-

tian optical surface, which can be used to refine distri-

bution of hydrogen at depth from GRS data and predict 

possible regolith-atmosphere exchange. Specifically, it 

will be shown that correlation of water content with 

predicted RH of the near-surface atmosphere shows a 

fundamentaly different pattern between the two hemi-

spheres, possibly caused by underground ice or water 

vapor transport in the atmosphere  

The impact of volatiles (water ice clouds and air-

born dust) as well as a possible biais (albedo, photo-

metric effect) will be thouroughly discussed. Correla-

tions with mineralogical maps of the surface will be 

presented in order to place these results in the context 

of surface composition determined in situ by the MER 

and MSL rovers. 

 
Figure 3. Latitudinal and seasonal variation of equiv-

alent water wt. % of the Martian surface as seen by 

OMEGA. 
 

This work enalbles us to quantify and discriminate 

between structural and mobile water-equivalent hydro-

gen constituting the total hydrogen content of the Mar-

tian surface. 
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